Los Angeles Landscaping Company, Neighborhood Gardening, Offers Landscape
Designing Services
Neighborhood Gardening, landscaping company in Los Angeles, is offering designing services to clients.
LOS ANGELES, CA, March 31, 2014 /24-7PressRelease/ -- Los Angeles landscaping services company, Neighborhood
Gardening, offers landscape designing services to help property owners create an aesthetically appealing, welcoming
landscape. Landscape design is a specialized art form that uses a living canvas to create beautiful, functional outdoor
spaces. Landscape designers can use a variety of elements and effects to transform dry, brown or unsightly properties into
lush gardens with attractive hardscaping and decorative water features for the right amount of visual interest that includes a
variety of colors, textures, lines and forms.
Neighborhood Gardening's gardening services are extensive. They design and install a variety of landscaping features,
including walkways, pavers, plantings, water features, mulching and maintenance, artificial grass installation, brush clearing
and other services. Their team works closely with property owners to bring their visions to life. They consider not only the
land itself but also any structures in order to create a design that is flattering and visually appealing. Their gardening
services are committed to designing outdoor living spaces that complement homes or businesses. The right landscaping
can create a warm, inviting air and add curb appeal to any property. Visit http://www.neighborhoodgardening.com for more
information.
Many options are available for property owners to turn up the charm and add color, life, texture and beauty to their outdoor
spaces. Irrigation systems can make it easy to keep the vegetation lush and brightly colored while brush removal can keep
properties that are within the fire zone not just more attractive but also safer. Artificial turf can create a smooth, even, lowmaintenance lawn that provides years of service. Other maintenance services are also available and allow homeowners to
enjoy the garden or lawn of their dreams without the time-intensive upkeep or backbreaking work.
Neighborhood Gardening has maintained a superior reputation for their consistent attention to detail and high level of
customer satisfaction. They stand behind their workmanship and provide extensive support throughout each phase of the
project. Each customer receives personalized attention from Neighborhood Gardening's custom plans and throughout the
process of designing, implementing, constructing, finishing and maintaining. They take pride in their work and are committed
to providing their customers with superior results regardless of the job.
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